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Abstract. It is known that the left-conjugacy problem and the conjugacy problem are decidable 
for each finite, length-reducing, and complete rewriting system. This does not hold for the problem 
of cyclic equality as is shown here by presenting a finite, length-reducing, and complete rewriting 
system with an undecidable problem of cyclic equality. Further, a finite complete rewriting system 
T is constructed such that the left-conjugacy problem and the conjugacy problem are undecidable 
for T. 
Introduction 
String rewriting systems have extensively been studied during the last few years. 
Many interesting results concerning languages defined by congruences of certain 
types of rewriting systems were obtained, and decision problems were investigated 
for various classes of rewriting systems (see, e.g., [2] for an overview). Here, we 
are interested in the conjugacy problem for (string) rewriting systems. 
In [14], Otto extended the notion of conjugacy from free monoids to arbitrary 
monoids, or to say it differently, from trivial ( = empty) rewriting systems to nontrivial 
ones. In doing so, he introduced three different notions of conjugacy, i.e., cyclic 
equality (CE), left-conjugacy (CPL), and conjugacy (CP). As it turned out, these 
three notions coincide for rewriting systems that are special and complete, and for 
rewriting systems presenting roups. 
With the problem of cyclic equality (respectively lefi-conjugacy, conjugacy ) we mean 
the membership problem for the relation CE (respectively CPL, CP). Since there 
are finitely presented groups with undecidable conjugacy problems [12], there also 
exist finite rewriting systems with undecidable conjugacy problems. On the other 
hand, for each finite, length-reducing, and complete rewriting system, the left- 
conjugacy problem and the conjugacy problem are decidable [9]. In fact, for 
rewriting systems that are finite, special, and complete, the conjugacy problem, and 
therewith also the other two problems, are tractable [14]. 
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Here we consider the following two questions: 
(1) Is the problem of cyclic equality decidable for each finite, length-reducing, 
and complete rewriting system? 
(2) Is it possible to carry over the decidability of the left-conjugacy and conjugacy 
problems to finite and complete rewriting systems that are not length-reducing? 
After establishing some basic notation in Section 1, a finite, length-reducing, and 
complete rewriting system T1 is constructed in Section 2 such that the problem of 
cyclic equality is undecidable for T1, thus providing a negative answer for question 
(1). However, the system T~ is nonmonadic. This leaves open the question of whether 
cyclic equality is decidable for each finite, monadic, and complete rewriting system. 
In Section 3, the left-conjugacy problem and the conjugacy problem are investi- 
gated for finite complete rewriting systems that are not length-reducing. It turns out 
that the proof technique of [9] can only be extended to a certain restricted class of 
finite complete rewriting systems. However, there exists a finite complete rewriting 
system T with undecidable l ft-conjugacy and conjugacy problems. Thus, for a 
finite rewriting system, while the property of being complete is sufficient to guarantee 
the decidability of the word problem, it is not sufficient for the decidability of the 
conjugacy problem. 
1. Finite complete rewriting systems 
The basic notions and notation used throughout this paper are established. Then, 
some observations concerning cyclic equality and conjugacy are restated. 
An alphabet .Y is a finite set whose members are called letters. The set of words 
over .Y, is denoted by .Y*, and e denotes the empty word. With .Y+ we denote the 
set of nonempty words over 2~, i.e., .F += .Y*-{e}. In general, {x[ denotes the length 
of a word x, which is defined by le[ = 0, [xa[ = Ixl + 1 for all x ~ .Y*, a ~ .Y. For every 
word x and every letter a ~ .Y, Ixlo stands for the number of occurrences of a in x. 
The identity of words is written as =,  and the concatenation of words u and v is 
simply written as uv. Numerical superscripts are often used to abbreviate words, 
e.g., for w ~ .Y*, w 3 stands for www. 
A rewriting system R over .Y is a subset of .Y*× .~*. An element (l, r) of R is 
called a (rewrite) rule, which is also written as (l-, r) or l-* r sometimes. For a rule 
(/, r), I is often referred to as the left-hand side and r as the right-hand side of this 
rule. For a rewriting system R over .Y, ~R denotes the following relation over 
.Y*: w =~R z if and only if 3x, y ~ .~*, (/, r) E R : [w = xly and z = xry]. The reflexive 
and transitive closure ~*  of =~R is the rewriting relation (or the reduction relation) 
defined by R. If w ~*  z holds, one says that w reduces to z, z is a descendant of 
w, and w is an ancestor of z (modulo R). If w has no descendant except itself, then 
it is irreducible, otherwise it is reducible (modulo R). A pair of words (u, v) ~ .Y* x £* 
is called joinable if u and v have a common descendant modulo R. 
The reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure ,~ * of =~R is a congruence on 
£*. It is called the Thue congruence generated by R. For a word we.Y*, [W]R 
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denotes the congruence class of w, i.e., [w]R ={ze2;*[  w *-** z}. It is well known 
that the set of congruence classes {[w]R [ w e 2~*} forms a monoid under the operation 
[w]R ° [z]R = [wz]R with identity [e]R. 
For a rewriting system R over ,Y, 
domain(R) ={le,Y*l=ire2~*: (l, r )eR} and 
range(R) = {r e ?*13 l  e ,Y*: (l, r) e R}. 
In other words, domain(R) is the set of all left-hand sides of rules of R, and 
range(R) is the set of all right-hand sides of rules of R. R is called: 
- length-preserving if each of the rules of R is length-preserving, i.e., [1[ = [r[ for all 
( l , r )eR,  
- length-reducing if Ill > Irl for all (/, r )e  R, 
- monadic if it is length-reducing with range(R)_c ,y u {e}, 
- special if it is length-reducing with range(R) = {e}. 
The above definitions classify rewriting systems by the form of their rules. Another 
way to classify them is in terms of the rewriting relation they define. Let R be a 
rewriting system. We say that R is: 
- noetherian if and only if there is no infinite chain ]4,tl :~R W2 ~R"  " " , 
- locally confluent if and only if, for all x, y, z e ,Y*, x =>RY and x =>R z imply that 
the pair (y, z) is joinable, 
- confluent if and only if, for all x, y, z e ,Y*, x ~*  y and x =>* z imply that the 
pair (y, z) is joinable, 
- complete if and only if R is noetherian and confluent. 
It is undecidable in general whether a finite rewriting system is noetherian or 
confluent [ 1, 6]. On the other hand, if a rewriting system R is known to be noetherian, 
then R is confluent if and only if it is locally confluent [10]. Obviously, a rewriting 
system containing length-reducing rules only is noetherian. A complete rewriting 
system R gives a unique normal-form ~for each word u, and each maximal =#R-chain 
starting with a word v congruent o u eventually reaches ~. The word ~ is called 
the R-normal-form of u. 
We say that two rules l~ -* r~ and/2-* r2 of R overlap if there exist words u, v, w e ,Y* 
with v # e such that lz = uv and /2 = vw, or l~ = ul2w. In this situation, the pair 
(r~w, ur2) or (rl, ur2w), respectively, is called a criticalpair for R. It can easily be 
seen that R is locally confluent if and only if each critical pair for R is joinable [5]. 
Finally, we come to the different notions of conjugacy of words modulo a rewriting 
system R (cf. [14]). 
Let R be a rewriting system over ,Y and let u, v e ,Y*. The words u and v are 
cyclically equal modulo R (u ~ Rv) if there are words x, y e ,Y* such that u *-* * xy 
and v .-* *yx. They are left-conjugate modulo R (u ~ L V) if there is a word w e .Y* 
satisfying uw ~-**wv, and they are conjugate modulo R (u---Rv), if U"Lv  and 
v . L  U hold. With CER (respectively CPLR, CPR) we denote the set of all pairs of 
words (u, v) e .Y* x .Y* satisfying u ~Rv (respectively u .L  V, U "RV). 
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It is known that CER ~ CPR c_ CPLR for all rewriting systems R. If R is special 
and confluent, then these three sets coincide. On the other hand, there exists a finite 
monadic and confluent rewriting system such that both inclusions are proper [14]. 
For a rewriting system R over ?, we are interested in the following three decision 
problems. 
CYCLIC EQUALITY 
INSTANCE: TWO words u, v ~ .Y*. 
QUESTION: Are u and v cyclically equal modulo R, i.e., does u =Rv hold? 
LElrr CONJUGACY 
INSTANCE: TWO words 1/, t7 E ~*. 
QUESTION: Does u ~ v hold? 
CONJUGACY 
INSTANCE: TWO words u, v ~ ?*.  
QUESTION: Are u and v conjugate modulo R, i.e., does u-Rv  hold? 
2. Cyclic equality is undecidable for finite length-reducing complete rewriting systems 
Here we are going to present a finite length-reducing complete rewriting system 
T1 with the property that the problem of cyclic equality is undecidable for 7"1. 
Fortunately, we do not have to do this construction from scratch, since we can use 
the following result. 
Proposition 2.1 ([13, 15]). There exist a finite alphabet 1", a finite length-reducing 
complete rewriting system T over F with range ( T) c_ F u F 2, and a regular subset R 
o f f  + such that the following problem is undecidable: 
INSTANCE: A word x ~ F*. 
QUESTION: IS [X]rC~ R nonempty, i.e., is x congruent to some element of R? 
So we choose an alphabet F, a finite length-reducing complete rewriting system 
T over F, and a regular subset R of F + in accordance with Proposition 2.1. From 
T we now construct he announced rewriting system 7"1 by adding new letters and 
rules. 
Since R is regular, there is a deterministic fnite automaton M = ( Q, F, 8, qo, F) 
that accepts R. Here, Q = {qo, q l , . . - ,  q,} is the finite set of  states, F is the input 
alphabet, 8 : Q x F-* Q is the transition function, qo is the initial state, and F _ Q is 
the set of final states of M [4]. Of course, we may assume that Q and F are disjoint 
sets of symbols. 
Now the computations of the automaton M are to be incorporated in the rewriting 
system T~ by adding appropriate rules to T. However, we do not want to generate 
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new critical pairs as long as we can avoid it. In addition, the rules of 7"1 are to be 
length-reducing, and therefore we proceed as follows: For each letter a ~ F, two 
new letters a~ and a2 are introduced, and we take 1"1 = {a~la ~ F} and/'2 = {a21 a e F}. 
Then, ~ = Fu  F~uF2u Q is a disjoint union of sets. For each pair (q, a)e QxF,  
if B(q, a) = q', we introduce the rule qala2-> aq'. Let TM denote the set of rules thus 
obtained. Since M is deterministic, we have exactly one rule with left-hand side 
qa~a2 in TM for every q e Q and a e F, and so TM is confluent because no overlaps 
of rules of T~ occur at all. Since the alphabets F,/'1,/'2, and Q are disjoint, the 
left-hand sides of the rules of T~ do not interfere with those of T implying that 
the rewriting system T ~ T~ is confluent. 
Finally, we introduce an additional letter c and a corresponding set of rules 
T~ = {a~a:qo-~ cl a e. F} w {aic --> cl ai ~ 1"1 ~ 1"2}. 
These rules will play the crucial part in proving that the decision problem for T 
stated in Proposition 2.1 is reducible to the problem CycLiC EQUALITY for 7"1 (cf. 
Lemma 2.3). However, in order to make T1 confluent, we still have to add another 
new letter z, and the following collection T~ of rules: 
(2)(1) zaaZ'->~}--> for all ae l2u{c ,z} ,  
(3) qq'-> z for all q, q' e Q, 
(4) qa -> z for all q e Q and a e F u {c}, 
(5) ca --> z for all a e n u {c}, 
(6) a2b --> z for all a2 e/'2 and b e F. 
Let 2 = f~ u {c, z}. Then T~ = Tu  TM u Tcw T~ is a finite rewriting system over ,Y 
containing length-reducing rules only. 
Lemma 2.2. The rewriting system TI is confluent. 
Proof. Since all the rules of T1 are length-reducing, and since we already know that 
the subsystem T u TM is confluent, we only have to consider the critical pairs that 
are newly introduced by the rules Tc and Tz (cf., e.g., [11]). 
(i) (qala2-*aq')e TM and (ala2qo-~C)e Tc overlap giving the critical pair 
(aq'qo, qc). But aq'qo=~Tzaz=~rz and qc=~r,z, i.e., this critical pair is joinable. 
(ii) (qala2-* aq')e T~ and (aeC-> c)E Tc overlap. The resulting critical pair is 
(aq'c, qalc), which is joinable by aq'c=~rzaZ=~r~Z<=rzqCC=rcqa~¢ 
(iii) Since z acts as a zero, all the critical pairs resulting from the rules az-* z 
and za -* z ( a E £)  are joinable. 
(iv) The rules (a~a2qo-*c)eT~ and (qoq'-*z)e Tz produce the critical pair 
(cq', ala2z). But cq'=~TzZ and ala2z=~* z. 
(v) The rules (qq'->z)e T, and (q'ala2-*aql)e TM overlap. They give the 
critical pair (za~a2, qaqO, which is joinable as follows: za~a2=~*z and 
qaq~=OrzZql=Or, Z. 
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(vi) The critical pairs resulting from overlaps of two rules of the form (qq'--> z) 
Tz are trivially joinable. 
(vii) The rules (a~a2qo-->c)e Tc and (qoa-->z)e 7", yield the critical pair 
(ca, axa2z), which is joinable by ca~rA and a~a2z=}* z.
(viii) Further, the rules (qq'->z), (q'a-> z)~ T~ give the critical pair (za, qa), 
which is obviously joinable. 
(ix) Also, the rule (qa--> z) overlaps with rules from T. Let (au--> v)e T. Then 
v e F u F 2, and the resulting critical pair is (zu, qv), which is joinable by zu~*z  
and qv=~* z. 
(x) The rules ( a~c --> c) e T~ and (ca --> z) e Tz give the critical pair (ca, a~z), which 
is joinable since ca=~rz and a~z=:~Tz. 
(xi) The rules (qc--> z) ~ T~ and (ca --> z) ~ T~ give the critical pair (za, qz), which 
is obviously joinable. 
(xii) The rule (ca --> z) ~ T~ also overlaps with the rules of Tu  T~ u Tc as well 
as with several rules of T~ from the left. It can easily be checked that all the resulting 
critical pairs are joinable. 
(xiii) The rules (qa~ a2--> aq') ~ T~ and (a2b -> z) ~ T~ overlap. They give the critical 
pair (aq'b, qa~z), which is joinable as follows: aq'b=~Taz==~rZ and qalz=~* z. 
(xiv) Finally, the rule (a~b-> z) ~ T~ overlaps with several rules of T~ from the 
right as well as with the rules of T from the left. But, for each critical pair (u, v) 
produced in this way, the irreducible descendant of u as well as that of v is z. 
Thus, T~ is indeed locally confluent implying that 7"1 is confluent. [] 
Hence, 7"1 is a finite length-reducing and complete rewriting system. In addition, 
T~ has the following property that is important for our purposes. 
Lemma 2.3. For each x ~ F*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) there exists a final state qf of M such that the words xqf and e are cyclically 
equal modulo 7"1, i.e., xqf~r, c. 
Proof. Assume that [X]T C~ R ~ ~. Then there exists a word w ~ R such that w ,-, *x. 
T is a subsystem of 7"1, and so we may assume without loss of generality that x is 
irreducible modulo T, i.e., w eR with w=~*x. Since R c_F +, and since 
range(T) _ F u F 2, this implies that w # e and x ~ e. 
The finite automaton M accepts the set R. Hence, there exists a final state qfE F 
such that 6(qo, W) = qf. Here, the transition function 6 is extended from Q × F to 
Q x F* as usual [4]. Define a homomorphism q~:F*~ (/"1 u/'2)* by cp(a) = ala2 for 
all a ~F. Then, qo~O(w)=}*,~wqf=}*xqf, and ~p(W)qo=~*cc implying that xqf~T~C 
holds. 
To prove the converse implication, assume that xqf~T l  C for some final state qf~ F. 
Then there exist words u, v ~ ~*  satisfying uv ,-~ "1 xqf and vu ~ *, c Again we may 
assume without loss of generality that x is irreducible modulo T implying that xqf 
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is irreducible modulo ?'1. Hence, UV~*TIXqf and vu=~*~ The word x does not 
contain an occurrence of a letter from Q u {c, z}. Thus, we conclude from the form 
of therules of 7"1 that u, ve f2*  with [uvIQ=l, i.e., uv=yqy'  for some y,y'e 
(Fu  F1u F2)* and qe Q. 
On the other hand, we have vue ft* with vu=~*lC. The letter c can only be 
introduced by an application of a rule of the form (a~a2qo--> c)e To. The only other 
rules that involve symbols from Q and that we could possibly use here are the rules 
of TM. But, by applying rules from TM we build up a syllable from F + to the left 
of our symbol from Q, thus making it impossible to apply a rule of the form 
a~a2qo-> c. Hence, q = qo. Further, once the letter c has been introduced, it must be 
the right-most letter because of the rules of group (5) in T~. Thus, vu = Y'Yqo implying 
that u = Yqo and v = y'. 
Now uv=yqoy':O*,xqf, and so uv=yqoy'=~*TuT,,,xqf. Hence, yeF*  and y 'e  
q,(F*) implying that y '=  q,(w) for some we F* with qoy'= qo~o(w)=~* M wqf and 
yw~*x .  Thus, vu = Y'Yqo = ¢(w)yqo::~*, c which gives y = e and w # e because of 
the form of the rules of group (6) of T, and the rules of To. Hence, we have 
uv = qo¢(W)=~*,~ wqf=~*xqf, and so w e F* with w e R n [X]T, i.e., [x]T c~ R # 0. [] 
Since the rewriting system T satisfies Proposition 2.1, Lemma 2.3 gives the 
following result. 
Corollary 2A. CYCLIC EQUALITY iS undecidable for T~. 
The system T1 is nonmonadic. This leaves open the problem of whether CYCLIC 
EQUALITY is decidable at least for each finite complete rewriting system that is 
monadic. 
3. Conjugacy is undecidable for finite complete rewriting systems 
In [9] it is proved that the conjugacy problem is decidable for each finite complete 
rewriting system containing only length-reducing rules. The crucial part of that 
proof is a lemma stating that, for each rewriting system T over 2~ of that particular 
form and each u, v e 2*, u "Lv  if and only if there exists a word we ,Y* such that 
I w] <~ 2" max{[ ![[ l e domain (T)}. max{[ u[, Iv[} and uw ,-~* wv. A corresponding 
result can be proved for each finite complete rewriting system T over .Y satisfying 
g(l) ~> g(r) for each rule (/, r)e T, where g :.Y*-~N is a weight-function i ducing a 
Knuth-Bendix ordering <g on .Y* [7]. Thus, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Let <g be a Knuth-Bendix ordering on ,Y* with weight-function g, and 
let T be a finite complete rewriting system over ~, satisfying ( l )> g(r) for all rules 
l-* r of T. Then the problems L~F'r CONJUGACY and CONJUGACY are decidable for T. 
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The main point in the proof of the lemma underlying Theorem 3.1 is the fact 
that, for all words u, w, z~,Y*, if w is irreducible with w<gz, then the length of a 
reduction chain from uw to z depends on u only, but not on w. However, this is 
not true for rewriting systems that are based on more general orderings. In fact, in 
the following we shall present a finite complete rewriting system T such that the 
problems LEFT CONJUGACY and CONJUGACY are undecidable for T. 
Let M -- (,~, Q, qo, 8) be a single-tape Turing machine with undecidable halting 
problem. Here, • denotes the input alphabet, -~b = ~ u {b} is the tape alphabet, where 
b denotes the blank symbol, Q is the finite set of states of M, qo ~ Q is the initial 
state, and 8 is the transition function of M, i.e., 8 : (Q - {qa}) X ~b ~ Q x (-~b u {L, R}), 
where L denotes the fact that M moves its head one step to the left, while R denotes 
the fact that M moves its head one step to the right. Here we assume without loss 
of generality that qa ~ Q is the only halting state of M, i.e., M halts if and only if 
M enters state qa. 
By L( M) we denote the language accepted by M, i.e., for all w ~ .Y*, w ~ L( M)  
if and only if 3u, v ~ .Y,*:qoW---** uq°v. Here -o*  is the reflexive and transitive 
closure of the successor elation "*M on .Y*. Q..Y*, which is induced by & The 
elements of .Y* • Q..Y* are the descriptions of the possible configurations of M. 
The language L(M)  is obviously nonreeursive by choice of M. 
Let 2~, be an alphabet in one-to-one correspondence to Sb such that 2;b c~ .Y ~, = 0, 
and let h and h' be two additional etters. We define a rewriting system S over 
12 =-Yb u .~  u {h, h'} u Q that simulates the stepwise behavior of M. The system S 
contains the following two sets of rules: 
(a) Rules for the simulation of the Turing machine M: 
qisk "-> qjsz if 
qih -> qjslh if 
q~Sk --> s'kqj if 
q~h -> b' qjh if 
s~qiSk "> ¢bSlSk i f  
s~qih -~ cbslh if 
if 
if 
8(q,, (q. s,), 
8(q,, b) = 
8(q,. g). 
8(q,, b) = (q .  R),  
8(q,, = (q. L)} 
8(q,.b) = L) 
8(q,. t.), 
8(q,,b) = (qj, L). 
for all s~ ~ .~,  
h' qiSk -* h' qjbsk 
h' qih --> h' qjbh 
(b) Rules to deal with accepting configurations of M" 
qoS~ -> qo for all s~ ~ .Y~, 
S~qoh -* qoh for all s~ ~.Y~. 
Here qi, tb~ Q, s~, st ~ 2~b, and s~,, s~ 2~[. 
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From the way S is constructed, the equivalence of the following two statements 
is immediate for all w ~ 2~* (cf., e.g., [3]): 
(i) w e L(M), 
(ii) h 'qowh~* h'q,,h. 
Since the Turing machine M is deterministic, and since qa is the halting state of 
M, no overlaps of rules of S occur. Thus, S is locally confluent. However, S is not 
noetherian, since the Turing machine M does not halt for all inputs w e ,Y*. 
Now we modify S to get a rewriting system T that is complete. For doing so, let 
d and z be two new letters, and let F = 12 u {d, z}. T contains the following three 
sets of rules: 
(i) qiSkd ~ dqjsl if 
qihd ~ dqjsth if 
qiskd ~ ds'kqj if 
qihd ~ db' qjh if 
s~qiSkd -~ dqj&Sk if 
s~qihd ~ dqjsth if 
h' qiSkd-~ dh' qjbSk if 
h' qihd "* dh' qjbh if 
q,,sid ~, dqo for 
s ~ q,,hd -'> dq,,h for 
(ii) sisfl --> sidsj for 
s[d --> dsl for 
h ' q,,hd --> dh ' q,,h ; 
(iii) zh ' --> h ' q,,hz, 
zx  ---~ z 
8( q,, sk) = ( q. s,), 
B(q.b) = (qj, sa), 
8(q,, sk) = (q .  R ). 
B(q,,b) = (qj, R) ,  
B(q.b) = (qj, L) 
B(q,,sk)=(qj, L), 
B(q,, b) = (qj, L), 
all s~ e ~b, 
' e~;  all s~ 
all s~, sj ~ Zb u {h}, 
! all s~Z~u{h '} ,  
for all s~ ~ Z~,, 
for all x e .Y,b u .Y ~ u Q u { h, d }. 
Here, q,  qj ~ Q, Sk, ss e 2~b, and s~,, s~ ~ ~, .  
The rules of  grouP (i) are the rules of  system S with occurrences of the letter d 
added. So, the letter d is used to restrict the number of possible applications of 
rules of S. The rules of group (ii) shift occurrences of the letter d from the fight to 
the left, and the rules of group (iii) make the letter z act almost like a left-zero. 
Lemma 3.2. T is locally confluent. 
Proof. The only overlaps of rules of T are those of rules from group (iii) with rules 
from group (i) or (ii). It can easily be seen that each critical pair that results from 
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an overlap of a rule zx--> z with a rule from group (i) or (ii) is joinable. So consider 
the remaining overlaps: 
z ~  ;. zdh 'q~bsk ~, ~ cbbsk > h ' qohzqjbsk 
I T T T 
h' qoh~skd r ;" 
~_~ qihd > 
T 
h ' qohzqihd ;, 
T 
izdff cbbh "., zh'lqjbh 
T 
h' qohz ,'. h' q.hzqjbh 
T 
T 
h' qohz, 
and 
TIL 
T 
;, jzdlh' qoh > zh:qoh 
T I 
h' qohzqohd ' ~, h' qohz ,'. h' q~hzqoh. 
T T 
Thus, all critical pairs are joinable implying that T is locally confluent. [] 
Lemma 3.3. T is noetherian. 
Proof. No occurrences of the letters z and h' are created or destroyed by applications 
of rules of T. Thus, when starting from a word we F* the rule zh'-> h'qohz can be 
applied in any reduction of w at most Iwlz. Iwlh, times. Further, no occurrences of 
the letter d are created by applications of rules of T. Thus, the rule zd -> z can be 
applied in any reduction of w at most Iwla times. Hence, it is sufficient to show that 
the system 7"1 = T-{zh'--> h' qahz, zd ~ z} is noetherian. 
By applications of rules of 7"1, no occurrences of the letter d are created or 
destroyed. Let W=Wodwld...dwm~F* with wi~(F-{d})* for i=0 ,1 , . . . ,m.  
Define tt(w)=(IWol, IWll, Iw21,..., [Wml)~N "+1, and let >,,+1 denote the lexico- 
graphic ordering on N re+l, which is well-founded. For all words u, v ~ F*, if u=~r, v, 
then ft(u)>,,+1 it(v), as can easily be seen. Hence, there are no infinite Ta-chains 
implying that 7"1 is noetherian. [] 
Hence, T is actually a finite complete rewriting system over F. We claim that the 
conjugacy problem for T is undecidable. We shall prove this claim by showing that 
the membership problem for the language L(M), and therewith the halting problem 
for M, is reducible to the conjugacy problem for T. 
Problems of cyclic equality and conjugacy 
Lemma 3.4. For all we,Y*, h' qoh ~ ~ h' qowh. 
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Proof. For all w e ,Y*, we have the following reduction: 
. 
~h 'lqo wh =0 h ' qohzqo wh ~ h ' q°hz. 
T T 
Hence, 
, L 
h'qohz~zh'qowh, i.e., h'qoh ~ h'qowh. [] 
T T 
Lemma 3.5. For all w e ,Y*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) weL(M) ,  
(ii) h'qowh ~- L h'qoh. 
Proof. Let w e 2;* with w e L(M). Then h'qowh=~* h'qoh according to the definition 
of S. Let r be the length of this S-reduction. Then, by using the rules of groups (i) 
and (ii) of  T we have h'qowhd'::~*d'h'qoh. Notice how the context-sensitivity of 
the rules sis/t --> s~dsj is used to enable T to actually simulate this S-reduction. Thus, 
h' qowhd r ,_>, d rh' qoh, i.e., h' qowh " L h' qoh. 
Now assume conversely that we,Y* is such that h'qowh---Lh'q.,it Then, there 
exists an irreducible word u e F* with h'qowhu.-~*uh'qoh. Since u is irreducible, it
is of the form U=UlZ" for some u le (~u{d})*  and r~>0. So, uh'qoh= ulzrh'qoh, 
which reduces to u~h'qohz" by applications of the rules of group (iii). As a subword 
of u, Ul is irreducible, and so the word u~h'qohz r is irreducible. Thus, we have 
h'qowhu = h'qowhulz'=~*u~h'qohz: But no left-hand side of a rule of R ends in z 
implying that the suffix z r of h'qowhu~z" is not touched uring this reduction. Hence, 
h' qowhul=~ * ulh' qoh. 
The word u~ can uniquely be factored as u~ = dPu2 for some integer p >I 0 and 
some word u2 e (~ u {d})* not beginning with a "d ' .  Then, 
h' qowhul = h' qowhdPu2:=~ dPh'v~ q~v2hu2 
T 
for some v~ e ,Y[,*, qi e Q, and v2e ~*.  Since u2 is irreducible, and since u2 does not 
begin with a "d ' ,  the word dPh'v~qiv2hu2 is irreducible. As a subword of ulh'q..hz; 
the word ulh'qah is also irreducible. Thus, dPh'v~qi~hu2 = ulh'q,,h = dPu2h'qah, 
implying that h'v'~q~v2hu2= u2h'qah. According to [8] this means that there exist 
words f, g e F* and an integer k~ > 0 such that h'v~q~v2h - fg,  h'qoh -- gf, and u2 = 
(fg)kf. Hence, v~ = e = v2 and q~ = qa, i.e., h'qowhdP=~*dPh'qah. From the construc- 
tion of the rules of T we see that this implies that h'qowh =~* h'q,,h, i.e., w e L(M). [] 
Lemma 3.5 shows that the membership roblem for L(M) is reducible to the 
problem LE~-'r CONJUGACY for T. From Lemraa 3.4 we see that, for all w e ,Y*, 
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h'qowh ~-rh'q,,h if and only if h'qowh-Lh'qah. So, the membership problem for 
L(M) is also reducible to the problem CONJUGACY for T. But according to the 
choice of M, the membership roblem for L(M) is undecidable. This gives the 
following. 
Lemma 3.6. The problems LEFT CONJUGACY and CONJUGACY are undecidablefor T. 
This adds another negative result concerning decision problems for finite complete 
rewriting systems to the ones presented in [ 1]. 
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